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They say ‘You are a product of your environment’ 

Have our surroundings ever mattered more?

We’ve definitely become more aware. 

Of our space. Our distance. Our relationships. 

For decades we’ve been bombarded.  

Thousands of ads each day. So many, we barely notice.

But now we’re on the lookout. For guidance. Reassurance.  

We’re open. You’re welcome. Please come this way.

The new normal doesn’t have to look normal. 

Your space is your canvas. A chance for expression. 

Design your environment. Engineer your success. 

It’s never been easier to create Spectacular Spaces.
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WALLS



BRAND 
YOUR 
WALLS
Your walls are your biggest canvas. 

And big spaces are your opportunity 

to make a big impact.

Use your walls to reassure people. Or to excite. 

Share your story, your journey and your brand. 

With visitors, with clients and your team. 

Engaging spaces make financial sense. 

Motivate and retain your team. 

Encourage brand loyalty. 
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VINYL, VINYL ON THE WALL
Cover entire walls with vinyl 

self-adhesive graphics.

Want to live underwater? Done. 

Feel like you’re in a forest? Go for 

it. Roam with the buffalos? Bet they 

stink. The options are limitless. 

One thing’s for certain, your space 

will be inspirational.

Vinyl has very high tack, for permanent installation. 

Printed with light-stable inks, it’s intended for 

long term use and we matt laminate it to make 

it wipe-clean.

Installation is best done by a professional 

decorator. Ask about our ‘brick vinyl’ which 

can be fitted straight onto breeze block walls.

£63 per square metre including delivery  IGWVI 07



You don’t have to cover entire walls.

With our cut-out vinyl, design words, logos 

and shapes and then stick them to the 

walls. Your wall will show through the cut-

out bits. Leaving that perfect paint colour 

you picked out to show through.

CUT-OUT VINYL

To apply, peel off the backing. The self-adhesive 

pieces can be stuck to most flat walls, either 

inside or outside. Don’t stop at walls – stick these 

on doors, lifts and cabinets too.

£71.10 per square metre 

including delivery   IGWVIS
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EXPLORE SIGNS AT WWW.PRINTING.COM/UK/SIGNS-AND-GRAPHICS

COMPOSITE ALUMINIUM

FOAMEX

CORREX 

TRAY SIGNS

Look the business with low cost durable signage for 

indoors and out. Get custom sized panels cut to shape 

or choose from a range of popular sizes.

Screw directly to the wall or use your own double-sided 

velcro tape to stick to exhibition shell schemes.

PRINTED BOARDS
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If you’re too shy for full frontal wall covering, these acrylic displays are an elegant 

alternative. Choose between regular 3mm or luxury 5mm thick acrylic.

We print onto the face of white acrylic. Or smarter, we can print onto the reverse of 

the acrylic in UV stable inks. Then we print a white layer, so your image is visible.

Stick them directly to the wall or choose optional neat satin chrome stand-off fixings 

– just drill holes in the wall, screw in and you’re ready to go. Perfect for mission 

statements, inspirational messages and navigational signage too.

From £82.80 each including delivery   IGCAF3      Fixings from £6 each 

STAND OFF THE WALL



Our wallpaper has a smooth matt premium 

finish, like, well, premium wallpaper. 

It’s easy to order a bespoke design. Just 

measure the whole area and we’ll design 

something to fit. We slice your design into 

strips, around double the width of a normal 

roll of wallpaper.

Anyone who’s good at decorating can put it 

up. Paste the wall and hang it like you would 

at home. We recommend the optional 5mm 

overlap to make it easier to align each drop 

with the next.

£47.70 per square metre 

including delivery 
 LFPWPPWX

WALLPAPER
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FRAMED PRINTS
Framed prints make beautifully elegant gifts for the 

home or office.

Choose from fancy framed prints or minimalist box-

frame canvases for a memorable gift idea to match 

every budget.

Our traditional-style picture frames come with board 

back, custom printed insert and an acrylic front.

With a dozen different frame styles to choose from 

including gold and black. See the full range online.

E

D

C

£30.60
from

each

A  INDOOR POSTERS  Get single A3 posters  
from £15.30 each or 500 for £141.30  LFPRMA3/LPGA34T

B  HANGING RAILS  from £32.00 pair  Q-VH?

C  PREMIUM CANVAS FRAMES 

38mm frame, 350gsm canvas  from £30.60 each  LFPPC? 

Budget Canvas Frames also available from £26.10 each

D  MONO MATT BLACK FRAME  25mm  from £35.10 each  IGFPMB?

E  BURLINGTON OLD GOLD FRAME  68mm  from £59.40 each  IGFPBG?
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PARTITIONS
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Our Stage and Curve range of fabric displays make great room 

dividers. Prices shown are for double sided displays – also 

available for lower cost with unprinted white reverse. 

All prices include delivery.

DIVIDE AND CONQUER 
YOUR ROOM

A  STAGE 18  2.3m high by 1.8m wide and a super small footprint  Stand + graphic £389  FDSCHIFC

B  STAGE 30  3m wide straight stand with same 2.3m height  Stand + graphic £531  FDSNYCFC

C  STAGE 46  Our widest straight display – a full 4.6m across  Stand + graphic £844  FDSSANFC

D  CURVE 30  Elegant 3m width and 2.3m height looks stunning  Stand + graphic £499  FDSROMFC

E  CURVE 50  5m wide by 2.3m high with gentle curve  Stand + graphic £919  FDSDURFC

F  CURVE 24  Guide people to a different area with gentle 2.5m wide curve  Stand + graphic £419  FDSBLNFC

B

E

A
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Booths are a fabtastical way to create 

personal spaces in open plan areas. 

They’ll make superb small meeting 

areas and double-up as stylish 

backdrops. Each has a lightweight 

aluminium frame inside, which 

collapses down into a carry case. 

Stretch over the double-sided graphic 

to make an enormous private place.

If you’re off to an exhibition, book a 

‘space only’ stand and take along a 

fabric booth. Your stand will be built 

in a matter of minutes. Save the frame, 

and order new covers separately for 

different events later on.

BOOTHS

A
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A  HUDDLE  Sloped booth with 3 x 2m footprint. Create an immersive room 

by designing an inside and outside  £995 each  FDSBEIFC

B  SNUGGLE  For smaller spaces – this C-shaped style fits in 2.4 x 2.4m and is 

great for children’s story dens  £813 each  FDSWELFC

C  EMBRACE U  Sits neatly inside a 3 x 2m space with U-shaped opening – 

high back for privacy with lower sides  £995 each  FDSCAPFC

D  HARBOUR  Our biggest booth has 4m long wall and 2m J-shaped curve. 

Combines a room divider with privacy space  £1221 each  FDSPOOFC

E  MOJITO TABLE  Use pop-up fabric tables as hand sanitisation points – 

print instructions on the washable fabric  £283 each  FDSRIOFC

F  PADIUM TABLET STAND  Use in reception as a directory, or remote 

video call your team – bracket (included) holds an iPad or tablet 

(not included)  £164 each  FDSOSAFC

B

C

D

E F
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ROCKING THE 
WFH LIFE
The nation has seen more live home-schooled cameos during 

conference calls than ever before. Yet, working from home looks 

here to stay.

We all want to look our best. Pitching with your pants showing 

isn’t a good look. Use our range of fabric backdrops to add 

whoosh to your Zoom. Conceal the ugly. Look like business. 

A  SCENE 20  A photographer’s backdrop is an ideal background to home 

video calls. 2 x 2m black-back fabric wall hangs on a tiny footprint frame, 

which collapses down for easy storage  £289 each  FDSSC0FC

B  BOOTHS  Fabric booths make the most wonderful backdrops 

 – see page 16.

C  TABLETOP 18S  1.8m wide straight printed fabric backdrop to put on 

the desk behind you  £245 each  FDSNASFC

D  TABLETOP 24C  Print a striking image on the front and your branding 

on the reverse, so when event season returns, these 2.5m wide curves 

double as exhibition backdrops  £265 each  FDSMUNFC
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NEW FOR 2021

  DESIGNER
WFH WEAR

Working remotely, or a hybrid office hot-desker? You’re not alone. 

Working from home, or ‘wfh’ quickly became a thing. And now it’s here to stay.

Fünkicomfi is a range of comfy, designer wfh wear that allows you to 

represent your brand whilst on virtual events and customer calls. All pieces 

are made from relaxed, cosy materials and feature your embroidered logo.

Shop the collection at printing.com/uk/funkicomfi

FREE STITCH PATTERN

EMBROIDERY INCLUDED

FREE DELIVERY

A
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WFH WEAR
Our range of Fünkicomfi clothing allows you to put on a 

respectable on-brand Zoom appearance with minimal 

effort. Shop the full collection, including jackets, joggers 

and shorts, at www.printing.com/uk/funkicomfi

A  PULL ON BEANIE  Emblazoned with your company 

logo for maximum visibility 

Adults unisex  from £8.07  FCBEANTT 

B  EMBROIDERED UNISEX HOODIE 

It can get chilly when you’re sat at a desk all day 

from £29.09  FCHOODCU

C  EMBROIDERED POLO SHIRTS  Men’s and women’s 

fit, leisure and sport styles. Contrast or tipped. 

Choose designs and colour combinations that 

coordinate with your brand  from £23.53  FCPOLOCM

D  EMBROIDERED T-SHIRTS  For warmer days, or for 

those who like to crank up the heat in their home 

office, embroidered t-shirts are a cool take on the 

work uniform  from £12.05  FCTSHIRT

E  EMBROIDERED UNISEX ZOODIE 

Keep cosy whilst representing your company. 

Embroidered in one location for no extra cost 

from £37.42  FCZOODCU

B C

D

£12.05
from
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HANGING FABRIC
The great thing about fabric is it’s durable and 

washable. And so cost effective to transform 

walls, or cover up a cordoned-off space. 

You don’t even need a frame to create a partition. 

Use a curtain rail and suspend lengths of fabric to 

make translucent curtains. Flag material is really low 

cost and has a nice see-through effect. 

Available in virtually any length in widths of up 

to 2.9m, perfect for period properties or big 

windows. Create some privacy from the 

outside world and use it to hide ugly windows.

A  MODESTO  Private webex booths double as pop-up 

changing cubicles, if you need to spread people out. 

Footprint of 1.5 x 1.5m has space for a small desk. Avoid 

distraction for your call. Just close the curtain. 

£743 each (without curtain)  FDSVATFC 

£815 each (with curtain)  FDSVATFC

B  PRINTED FABRIC  Available unfinished as standard, or 

optionally hemmed with eyelets to hang from curtain 

hooks  from £24 per square metre  FDASFLAR

B

B

B
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Desk Dividers provide flexible solutions for organising 

space and distance in the workplace. Our core ranges 

cater for all budgets. Choose from lightweight correx 

‘Budget’ dividers or ‘Mighty’ aluminium frames, with 

5mm thick Windoplex™.

F

DESK DIVIDERSE

A  MIGHTY FLOOR-STANDING  Optionally printed direct to WindoplexTM 

to add a bit of privacy – each frame 1000(w) x 1500(h)mm 

from £344.70 each  IGMSFU

B  MIGHTY FREESTANDING  Create partitions between teams 

with 1000(w) x 700(h)mm dividers  from £246.60  IGMSDU

C  MIGHTY FLOOR+DESK  A two panel guard which sits on both the floor 

and desk 1330(w) x 1450(h)mm from floor  from £511.20 each  IGMSFDU

D  MIGHTY SURROUNDS  Frames on three sides to cocoon computer 

workers in a U-shaped enclosure. 1200(w) x 700(d) x 700(h)mm 

from £637.20  IGMDDS12

E  BUDGET X-DIVIDER  Two 1200(w) x 600(h)mm pieces 

slot together  to make 4 spaces from  from £79.20  IGCDDX12

F  BUDGET U-DIVIDER  Slot three pieces together to make a 

U-shaped enclosure 1200(w) x 600(h)mm  from £79.20  IGCDDU12 25
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SNEEZE GUARDS
Sneeze guards help keep clients, customers 

and employees shielded and safe. Perfect for 

creating protective environments in retail and 

customer service areas. Each can be printed 

in your own design, or choose one of our 

standard messages. We can make custom 

sizes too. And that’s not to be sneezed at.

A  PRINTED SCREEN  Reverse printed and 

topped with white ink from  from £119.70 each  IGPSFP6

B  PRINTED WITH SERVING HATCH  Add a cut-out service 

hatch to printed or unprinted screens  from £128.70  IGPSHP6

C  UNPRINTED SCREENS  Mix and match 

unprinted screens  from £99.90  IGPSFU6

D  COUNTER FIXING  Screw into desk or counter 

(2 included with each screen)  add more for £20 per pair  IGPSCFIX

E  CORNER JOIN  Join two screens together at L-shape 600mm height 

£16 each  IGPSCJ6    1000mm height  £19 each  IGPSCJ10

F  DESKTOP  For counter tops, 600(w) x 900(h)mm fluted board with clear 

screen and serving hatch  £36 each  IGSNZGRD

G  SUSPENDED  1000(w) x 1000(h)mm rolled up screen with simple 

hanging kit for suspended ceilings included  from £62.10  IGSSG11

F

G
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FLOORS
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Floor graphics are neat for navigation. 

Guide people in the right direction. It 

doesn’t always have to be dry. Use a 

combination of humour and offers to 

engage with guests.

Rectangles are the lowest price, but 

it really doesn’t cost much more to 

make a simple shape.

STEP ON IT, 
STEP IT UP

29
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A  TOTEM DISPLAY  Tiny footprint, freestanding display with washable fabric cover, 

stretched over aluminium frame – get different messages on each side 

from £195 each  FDSKESFC

B  FLOOR GRAPHICS  Social distancing doesn’t need to be dry. Combine sales 

messages with navigation and sell to waiting punters. Ask your suppliers to 

sponsor some deals  from £18.90 each  IGFV?

C  VINYL CIRCLES  Save cash with our bulk pack of wayfinding floor stickers 

8 pack from £66.60  IGFGPI2C

D  ROLLER BANNER  Pull-up film or PVC material, 2000(h) x 800(w)mm 

from £66.60  BSPSVPVC

E  LOGO FLOOR MATS  Print your message on a nylon floor mat, 

15 standard sizes up to 2000(w) x 3000(h)mm  from £82  IGLFM01

F  LONG MESSAGES  Get floor vinyl graphics any dimensions you like 

8 pack from £80.10  IGFGPIRE

E F

D
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FREESTANDING SIGNS 
& SANITISERS
Reassure and guide guests with these portable branded solutions.

A  FREESTANDING SIGN POST  1425(h)mm, made from 16mm thick board. Print a permanent 

message or add optional A4 holders to swap instructions  from £71.10 each  IGSIGNAL

B  FLOOR 6 SANITISER UNIT*  Free-standing 600(w) x 1500(h)mm with base  £243.90 each  IGHSSF60

C  FLOOR GRAPHICS  Choose different materials for high 

footfall routes and low-traffic areas  from £18.90 each  IGFV?

D  DESKTOP SANITISER UNIT*  Counter top – 300(w) x 650(h)mm 

with base included  £170.10 each  IGHSSC30

E  FLOOR 3 SANITISER UNIT*  Narrower 300(w) x 1500(h)mm 

freestanding, printed one side or both  £197.10 each  IGHSSF30

F  WALL SANITISER UNIT*  Fix the back 300(w) x 650(h)mm 

panel to a wall  £129.60 each  IGHSSW30

G  AXE DISPLAY STAND  2m high Washable fabric, 

two-sided cover stretches over a lightweight aluminium frame  

from £236 each  FDSTKOFC

H  KING PYTHON STAND  3.5m high fabric pop-up stand  

£511 each  FDSDUBFC

I  PADIUM TABLET STAND  Use in reception as a directory 

 – bracket (included) holds an iPad or tablet (not included)  £164 each  FDSOSAFC

£164

I

H

* Automatic hand santiser included, batteries and liquid not included
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FURNITURE
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A   MOJITO  Pop up cocktail table  from £283  FDSRIOFC

B   BELLINI  Flip cocktail table  from £195  FDSVENFC

C   MARGARITA  Fabric table  from £195  FDSMEXFC

D   ARTHUR 5  5 foot fitted tablecloth  from £113  FDTCAR5

E   GUINEVERE  Loose tablecloth for 6 foot table  from £93  FDTCGU6 

F   ARTHUR 6  6 foot fitted tablecloth  from £123  FDTCAR6 

G   ARTHUR JUNIOR  Table runner  from £62  FDTRARJ

B

TABLES TO COMPLETE THE LOOK

A

D

E

G

C

F

£62
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A  KOLA MAX  High density foam cube with water 

repellent cover for outdoor use  £195 each  FDSBOVFC 

B  BONDI  Branded deckchairs are ace for 

outdoor use Frame + graphic £115  FDSWAIFC

 OUTDOOR ARMCHAIR BEAN BAG
C  Junior  60 x 70 x 55cm  

from £148.29 each  WMUKARM1

D  Adult  80 x 96 x 75cm  

from £220.92 each  WMUKARMC

E  OUTDOOR CUBE BEAN BAG 
50 x 50 x 50cm  from £79.65 each  WMUKCUB1

F  THE ISLAND  Outdoor bean bag with a water repellent fabric 

cover from £164 each  FDSBALFC

G  GIANT DECKCHAIR  from £499 each  FDSBLAFC

A

C

D

E

G

F

£499

B

£115

TAKE A SEAT
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WINDOWS
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DECAL THE 
WINDOWS 
WITH WORDS 
OF GLORY
It’s easy to brand your glass doors, interior partitions 

and windows. There’s a few ways of doing it.

Letter and logo decals are printed in colour, sticky 

side up. Then we overlay a white backing. And then 

cut them to shape.

Perfect for logos, telephone numbers and words. 

Apply the sticky side to the glass and the cut-out bits 

will be see-through.

From £57.60 per square metre  including delivery   IGWGFS
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LIGHT? 
WHO NEEDS LIGHT? 
BLOCK IT OUT!

Or you can completely cover some or all of your windows with 

self-adhesive window panels. Maybe you want to hide folk 

watching your refit. Or if you’ve got full-length windows, you could 

block out the bottom half to provide a little modesty. 

We use clear vinyl, print on the back and then overprint white ink 

on top, so the sticky side can be applied to the inside of windows.

They’ll last for 2-4 years outside. Available in standard sizes,

Or from £49.50 per square metre including delivery   IGWGF 41
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ETCH ME, FROST 
ME, ANY WAY 
YOU WANT ME
Frosted or etched windows are 

delightfully elegant. They look like 

your windows have been sandblasted. 

Particularly pleasant and understated 

for period properties.

Like decals, choose the areas you 

want to be cut-out. Either create a 

solid block, with cut-out words and 

logos. Or just design individual words 

and letters which will look like they’ve 

been etched into the glass. 

Supplied pre-cut on backing paper 

which fixes to the inside of the glass.

From £57.60 per square metre 

including delivery   IGWGE
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CEILINGS
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Why live with boring ceiling tiles?

A  SUSPENDED CEILING TILES  Box of 10 from £161.10  IGCEIL 

595 x 595mm which fits 600 x 600mm grid. Do your full roof or 

replace those individual stained tiles with a scattering of your logo.

B  PRINTED CEILING HANGERS  from £970  FDCH? 

Eye-catching suspended frames. Choose from circular (pictured), 

square, or triangular designs.

RAISE THE ROOF

A

B

3048mm1067mm915mm

3048mm

2440mm

1070mm
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OUTDOORS
A

Branch out. Populate rooftops, 

patios and green areas with 

branded furniture. Shelter from 

sun/showers with parasols. 

Pop-up anywhere with our range 

of gazebos. Gracefully guide 

guests from afar with portable soft 

outdoor signage.
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A  JELLY  Fat and low pop out fabric banner  £174 each  FDPOSYF

B  CAFÉ BARRIERS  from 1.0 x 1.4m assembled, with graphic  from £202  FDC1V0B1 

C  BOUNCER  1.0 x 2.2m wrapover crowd barrier cover  from £114  FDBACBC

D  BUILDER  1.8 x 3.2m front-printed site barrier cover  from £114  FDBACBS

E  SCREEN  0.5 x 1.0m outdoor PVC banner  from £17.10  LFPVC51

F  EXPOSURE  2.0 x 0.8m outdoor banner stand  from £149  BSPOBPVC

G  LOLLY  Tall and narrow pop out fabric banner  £174 each  FDPOMOF

D

C

E

F

G

BARRIERS & BANNERS
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A  MARQUIS 3M  Bigger than a domestic gazebo, 

3 x 3m footprint shown with fully printed canopy  

from £745 each  FDSGZBFC

B  FULL HEIGHT WALL  Add optional full-height 

walls, which attach to the frame with velcro straps 

(included)  from £189 each  FDSGZBBW

C  HALF HEIGHT WALL  Or add half-height walls, 

which attach to the sides with a clip-on 

aluminium bar (included) 
from £154 each  FDSGZBWH

D  TABLECLOTH  Cover your table with a branded 

colourful and washable fabric table cloth 

from £93 each  FDTCGU6

HEAVY DUTY OPTION  Ask us about 

our new heavy duty gazebo upgrade 

with 40mm hexagonal leg frames.

B

C

D

NEW
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GAZEBOS

We have 4 frame sizes to choose from. Our 

bestseller is 3 x 3m, bigger than typical domestic 

gazebos. Prices shown are for our standard 32mm 

square legged gazebo frame. Ideal for regular summer 

and light winter use. Ask about our heavy duty 40mm 

hexagonal leg frames for tougher assignments.

Choose your SIZE1

Our lowest price is a black unprinted 

canopy. Upgrade and get the fascia 

pelmet printed. Or opt for the whole 

top and pelmet printed on all sides.

Choose your CANOPY2

Most people finish their gazebo with 

walls but side panels can be left open for 

ventilation. Mix and match full height and 

half-height panels.

Then add your WALLS3

2 x 2m 3 x 3m 3 x 4.5m 3 x 6m

A   Black unprinted £276 FDSMU2FC £321 FDSMUMFC £563 FDSMU4FC £714 FDSMU6FC

B   Fascia printed £316 FDSDE2FC £352 FDSDELFC £601 FDSDE4FC £763 FDSDE6FC

C   Fully printed £648 FDSGZ2FC £745 FDSGZBFC £970 FDSGZ4FC £1204 FDSGZ6FC

NEW

3 x 3mA

C 2 x 2m

B 3 x 3m

3 x 4.5mC

NEW

C 3 x 6m

2 x 2m 3 x 3m 3 x 4.5m 3 x 6m
SINGLE 
SIDED

DOUBLE 
SIDED

SINGLE 
SIDED

DOUBLE 
SIDED

SINGLE 
SIDED

DOUBLE 
SIDED

SINGLE 
SIDED

DOUBLE 
SIDED

Half height £110 £157 £149 £226 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Full height £127 £206 £183 £331 £260 £516 £367 £662

NEW

Price shown per section – add to your basket to see options
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PERFECT 
PARASOLS
Our Parasols are printed 

with fade-resistant inks on a resilient tent 

fabric. They’ll fit into a standard umbrella 

hole, or add an optional base which can 

be water-filled to add stability. 4m

3m

   GLORIOUS 
Large rectangular cantilever parasol 

£1276  FDSORLFC

Weigh down with slabs or 

shown with optional water 

filled segments  £124  FDFBC4

Each panel can be 

individually designed, 

or have the same 

pattern repeated.
2m

GLIMMER  

Hexagonal parasol 

£249  FDSMIAFC

Shown with optional 

water base  £30  FDFBWB

Shown with optional 

concrete base  £53  FDFBCON

  GLAMOUR 
Square parasol 

£358  FDSCOAFC

2.4m

2.4m

£1276

£249
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 R E Q U E S T  Y O U R  B R A N D E D  D E M O  T O D AY

Printing.com private is a powerful, 

fully-integrated web-to-print system. 

It’s ideal for franchise networks, 

departmental organisations, charities 

and multi-site businesses.

Printing.com private allows your team to 

create personalised marketing materials 

whilst preventing changes that alter your 

brand. Distributed teams can work together 

efficiently. Orders can be placed by your 

network in minutes. 

No more admin burden. No more off-brand 

collateral. Just a clever system that makes 

the print buying process a breeze.
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